Razor 3L

LOW PROFILE
HYDRATION PACK

Razor is a low profile hydration pouch system, specially designed for integration with
MOLLE/PALS based ballistic vests and load bearing equipment. The ultra slim design increases
comfort for riding in a vehicle or wear under rucks, and makes it easier to operate in tight spaces.
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MOLLE Compatible System
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Velcro Top Opening
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Cool Insulation

NEW

Securely attaches to vests and packs with
MOLLE/PALS attachments.
Offers quick and easy reservoir access for
cleaning, draining or refilling.

Fast Disassembly
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Condensation Drain Port
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MOLLE/PAL Attachment
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ID tags
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Adjustable Mounting Level
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UTA Compatible

Drains condensation from the insulated
reservoir sleeve.
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Closed cell insulation keeps liquid cool for
better absorption by the body.
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Specially designed MOLLE attachment straps
for fast, convenient removal.

Multiple MOLLE rows for attachment of
pouches and pockets.
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D-Ring Attachment Buckle
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For easy mounting on non-MOLLE items .

Velcro strip holds ID tags.
Razor’s position on the vest can be easily
altered for a customized fit.
To raise the positioning:
1) Thread both MOLLE straps through the
first row of Razor webbing
2) Thread the remaining strap through the
MOLLE loopson your vest.
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The QMTTM quick connector can be paired
with Our accessory UTATM (sold separately) to
refill the Razor from bottles, spigots, and
mobile water carriers directly through the
drinking tube without removing it from the
back.

MOLLE attachment

The Razor carrier attaches to the vest using
the MOLLE system.
It's reduced profile design is far more comfortable
than conventional hydration systems when riding
in a vehicle or wearing a rucksack.
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Multi cam
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Exterior ......................
Insulation ..................
Liner ............................
Straps .........................
Buckles ......................

Tough abrasion resistant Nylon.
5 mm closed cell PE.
210D Nylon.
Heavy Duty PP.
Super tough Nylon.

Dimensions
Length ........................ 13.7”/35 cm
Width .......................... 9.8”/25 cm
Max. Depth .............. 2.7”/7 cm
Weight (pack)........... 0.25Kg / 0.55Lbs
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WLPS 3L

LOW PROFILE
HYDRATION SYSTEM

NEW

SOURCE's new Low profile hydration pack, specially designed for ballistic vest integration.
Maximum utilization of our low profile technology reduces the depth of the carrier making it a truly
low profile hydration system.

TASTE-FREETM System

Co-extruded PE film retains pure liquid taste
with no plastic flavor. BPA and phthalate
free.
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Grunge-GuardTM Technology

Easy Care & Low Maintenace

NEW

For use with water, clean by simply rinsing
the system and hanging it opened until dry.
For use with energy drinks or sweetened
liquids, follow the cleaning instructions in
the attached care and maintenace booklet.
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Hi-Flow Storm-ValveTM
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Angled Valve
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Dirt-ShieldTM
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QMTTM
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Cool Weave Cover Tube
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WidepacTM Wide Opening Access

Turned 360 degrees for perfect valve/mouth
orientation. Allows tube to be 25cm shorter.
Less excess tube bouncing around the chest!
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Inhibits bacteria growth on reservoir and
drinking tube surfaces for the life of the
system. Technology utilized FDA-approved
and EPA-registered anti-microbial agent.
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No-bite push-pull valve with integrated
shut-off mechanism. Like drinking with a
straw. Easy disassembly for cleaning. (U.S.
Patent 6,622,988).

Protective Cover keeps the drinking valve free
of dirt and protected.
Additional In line QMTTM Quick Connector at
the tube extremity, allows connection of filter,
UTATM or other accessories with the push of a
button.
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Insulates and blocks UV-light. Water stays
cool and Inhibits bacteria growth from first to
last sip.
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Patented slide closure for easy draining and
cleaning. Airtight seal.
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Liquid Capacity ..........................
Cargo Capacity ...........................
Weight .............................................
Hydration System ....................
Reservoir ........................................
Valve ................................................
Tube ..................................................

3L / 100 oz
NA
0.115Kg / 0.25Lbs
WLPS
435 micron co-extruded Glass-LikeTM PE
Angled Storm-ValveTM
Weave Covered. 94 cm / 37 Inch long

Dimensions
Length ........................ 14.1”/36 cm
Width .......................... 9.8”/25 cm
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Max. Depth .............. 2.6”/6.7 cm

